
 z NEW GENERATION HIGH PERFORMANCE TERRACE HEATERS

 z OUR LATEST IR-X TECHNOLOGY

 z HIGHEST EFFICIENCY WITH LONG LIFETIME

 z REMOTE CONTROLLED WITH 5 HEATING LEVELS

 z PEARL BLACK ALUMINIUM CONSTRUCTION

 z AESTHETIC MODERN SLIM DESIGN

TECHNOLOGY
The technology provides more than 
double lifetime compared with Classic 
technology. The IR-X filament together 

with our tailored reflector escpecially designed for 
THOR, radiates heat extra wide, and emits a deep warm 
glow that creates a warm ambience in your space that 
is also absorbed very well by humans. THOR with IR-X 
technology heats objects directly without warming up the 
air in the environment which avoids energy dissipation 
and maintains humidity.

HEATS LIKE THE SUN!
Just like the sun heats the earth by absorbing the 
infrared rays, an OPRANIC infrared heater heats in the 
same way. With only healthy, highly absorbed infrared 
rays. It provides a very damp glow (extreme low-glare) 
and meets the demands of a qualitative infrared heater 
to heat people.

APPLICATION AREAS
OPRANIC Thor is a high performance portable infrared 
heater. Available with remote control and adjustable 
power up to 2000W in five steps. With it’s aesthetic 
modern designed aluminium body in Pearl Black colour, 
it blends into the most exclusive surroundings. It brings 
comfort to patios, terraces, verandas, restaurants, 
semiopen areas, and any indoor or outdoor setting for 
private or commercial use.

HUMAN ABSORPTION
Depending on the target material to be heated the 
correct type of heating radiation needs to be chosen 
since materials have different levels of absorption.  
Opranic heaters are optimised at output wavelengths 
which water absorbs the best and reflects the least, 
giving us, humans, best comfort heating. 

www.opranic.com | info@opranic.com | www.facebook.com/opranic
Phone    +46 8 559 203 60

DEVELOPED TO PROVIDE THE BEST HEAT OUTPUT!



AREA OF USE
THOR can be used everywhere you need extra heat, whether it’s in an indoor 
environment like a garage, basement or outside on the terrace, you can safely 
use THOR infrared heater. It has automatic tilt switch that turns off the power 
if it falls and is IP34 certified for outdoor use. THOR has a specially tailored 
reflector that distributes the infrared rays widely, and with the built-in dimmer 
(THOR20XR-B), you can adjust the power from 1200W to 2000W in five steps. 
With our optimised infrared wavelengths, which absorbs the best and reflects 
the least, you will be able to enjoy a comfortable stay even when the surrounding 
temperature is low.
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OPRANIC - THOR XR & XT
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MODEL EAN COLOUR CONTROL POWER 
(W)

CURRENT 
(A)

COVERAGE (m²)
OUT- / IN-DOOR

DIMENSIONS (cm)
L x W x H

WEIGHT 
(kg)

THOR15XP-B 7350009970426 Pearl Black On/Off 1500 6,5 7 / 14 12,7 x 19 x 105 4,2

THOR20XR-B 7350009970440 Pearl Black Remote 1200-2000 8,7 10 / 20 12,7 x 19 x 105 4.2

Voltage: 230 - 240 Volt |  Warranty: 2 years | IPX4 | Lifetime: 10 000 hours 

POWER 2M 3M 4M 5M

1500W 24,8º 20,3º 17,5º 17,0º

2000W 27,9º 22,9º 19,7º 17,8º
Measurement performed in 17º celsius ± lº semi-closed area, no wind

SAFETY DISTANCES


